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FROM THE MASTER’S DESK 
 

The fall is making way for winter as I write my notes for this edition of From the Bridge.  
The weather has taken a turn and the very recent storm with exceptional winds and sea 
states presented challenges for the offshore oilfield operations that are underway on the 
Grand Banks.  Weather is always a challenge in these waters but the increasing 
unpredictability and change in patterns is indicative of change in our oceans environment.  
Reflecting on a workshop I recently attended with talks about opportunities to improve the 
sensory capacity to better model oceanic weather in near real time, I wonder how robust 
the algorithms that reflect wind, wave, current, temperature, pressure will need to be in 
order to be part of “digitalization” of coastal waters.  Weather, as all mariners know, is a complex business and 
as much as predictive technology is important, experience also play a role, especially in the business of 
operating ships.  The knowledge of your ship and how it will respond when the wind veers or backs and how the 
ship will respond with waves or sea states while at a specific draft or trim and taking steps to reduce impact are 
skills that we have developed. It’s why mariners are the critical part of shipping and why focus should not be on 
removing or replacing us, but providing us with tools to do our job better. 
 

Our AGM in Saint John was a successful event and as an organization we’re certainly moving ahead to 
establish our value to marine industry stakeholders and our recent winning of a project to support Transport 
Canada in developing the training process for mariners on passenger vessels in Canada shows this.  The full 
day seminar on ship and Northern right whale interaction on our coasts drew considerable interest and provided 
for a great exchange between attendees.  An important discussion at the AGM on expanding our membership 
created an opportunity to examine how we can look at attracting women into the Master Mariners of 
Canada.  The growing Vancouver Island Division has many women as members and I was very happy to join in 
on a teleconference organized by that Division to hear firsthand from these active and interested ladies (thanks 
to Amanda, Cindy, Lori, Louella, Robin and Jim and Ivan) on steps we could take to improve our inclusivity and 
messaging to make more supportive to women either working at sea or considering a career in the shipping 
industry.  We will certainly see some action points coming out of this discussion and I look forward to seeing 
new perspectives and ideas. 
This fall edition of From the Bridge has many interesting articles covering both technical and personnel and 
training. It’s also noteworthy that there is a nice article on an experience our editor had at a recent event with 
the first woman to receive a Baugh Scholarship Award!   
 

Light airs and following seas to all members on land and on the water. 
 

Cheers, Chris Hearn 
National Master. 
 

 
YOUTUBE LINKS to Master Mariners of Canada video in English and French 

 

English: https://youtu.be/IKrQF8yvyoY 
 

Francais: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icy_ikC67rk 
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The Captain G.O. Baugh Memorial Scholarships 
Eighteen students applied for the two $2,000 scholarships offered this year.  Included were 8 from the Marine 
Institute of Memorial University, 1 from Institut Maritime du Québec, 2 from Georgian College and 7 from the British 
Columbia Institute of Technology.  The Application deadline was September 30th.  During October the assessors 
reviewed the applications and reached an agreement upon the two successful applicants. 
 

Some of you will know that I have been involved with the Baugh Fund Scholarships for the last seven years, but 
also that I have been dealing with scholarships for the BC Branch of the Nautical Institute for many more years. 
In August I was at a BBQ that was attended by many from our industry and 
was in a deep discussion about scholarships with an associate in the NI 
when a woman, who shared our table, introduced herself.  She is Kate 
Armstrong and she told me she was the first female recipient of a 
Baugh Fund Scholarship.  The year was 1982 and she was attending 
the Marine Institute of Memorial University in St. John’s, NL. 
Before the evening was over we had decided that she would find any details 
she could about the time she received the award and she would give me 
more information about herself.  It would become an article for the FTB.  
Here to begin with is a portion of a newspaper photo showing her receiving 
the award.  Also in the picture are Captains Cabot and Mulrooney. 
So, why not write about other recipients?  The February 2019 edition of the 
FTB will contain stories about Kate and another scholarship recipient.  But I would like to locate more.  (Having said 
that, I discovered another at this month’s meeting of the Vancouver Division). 
 

I need your help.  Do you know of any who have received a Baugh Fund Scholarship?  If so please have them 
contact me.  It should be interesting to learn about their careers.                                                Thanks, David. 
 
 
Lost in the Atlantic:  It seems incredible, in these days of sophisticated navigational aids and long-range radio 
links, that a ship of 37,134 gross tons should be lost in the North Atlantic without survivors.  Yet this is what has 
happened to the West German LASH (Lighter Aboard Ship) vessel München during a voyage from Bremerhaven to 
Savannah, Georgia.                                       (This article appeared in the February 1979 edition of “Sea Breezes”). 
It was on December 12th 1978 that the Greek bulk carrier Marion picked up a distress signal from the München in a 
position about 450 miles north of the Azores.  Two Russian ships, the Maria Ermolova and Belomorskles reported 
they had heard that the München had a 50° list to starboard, but although ships, salvage tugs and aircraft searched 
the area, nothing was found.  There were severe storms in the Atlantic at that time and it would appear that the 
München was overwhelmed and foundered before there was time for any of the rescue vessels to reach her position.  
She carried a crew of 28 and had 83 barges on board loaded with general cargo, mainly iron and steel. 
The loss of the München is likely to represent the biggest marine insurance loss ever, amounting to possibly more 
than £40 million.  It may also raise the question of how safe are LASH vessels in stormy weather conditions with their 
heavy top hamper.  Precisely what did happen to this large, modern ship will never be known.  Possibly water entered 
the barge compartments, causing the 50° list reported by the Russian ships, and it may be that this list increased until 
the vessel capsized and foundered, perhaps quite suddenly. 
We can only surmise, and add the name of the München to those of many others down through the ages that have 
been lost at sea without a single survivor to tell what happened. 
Now there are articles about the disaster, like this: https://seekingalpha.com/article/3895926-disappearance-ms-munchen 
The MS München was a massive 261.4m German LASH carrier 
of the Hapag-Lloyd line that sank with all hands for unknown 
reasons in a severe storm in December 1978.  The most 
accepted theory is that one or more rogue waves hit the 
München and damaged her, so that she drifted for 33 hours with 
a list of 50 degrees without electricity or propulsion.  The 
München departed the port of Bremerhaven on December 7, 
1978, bound for Savannah, Georgia.  This was her usual route, 
and she carried a cargo of steel products stored in 83 lighters 
and a crew of 28.  She also carried a replacement nuclear 
reactor-vessel head for Combustion Engineering, Inc.  This was 
her 62nd voyage, and it took her across the North Atlantic, where 
a fierce storm had been raging since November.  The München had been designed to cope with such conditions, and 
carried on with her voyage.  The exceptional flotation capabilities of the LASH carriers meant that she was widely 
regarded as being practically unsinkable (like the Titanic...). That was of course until she encountered "non-linear 
phenomena such as solitons. 
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What is a “soliton”?  A soliton is a solitary wave that behaves like a "particle", in that it satisfies the following 
conditions: It must maintain its shape when it moves at constant speed. When a soliton interacts with 
another soliton, it emerges from the "collision" unchanged except possibly for a phase shift. 
Read more at http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Soliton 
What is a LASH ship?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxKmsJJsx9g  
What was a LASH ship?  https://www.joc.com/end-lash-era_20071021.html  
 
 

CONGRATULATIONS 
This paragraph was a part of an article appearing on Page 2 of the August 2018 FTB: - 
Long time member of The Company of Master Mariners of Canada, The Nautical Institute, London and the 
International Oceans Institute –Associate Member, Captain Angus McDonald FNI has just been awarded “The 
Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers” by the Governor General for Canada. 

 

The investiture took place on Thursday October 25th at Government House in Halifax, NS.  The Lt.-Gov. Arthur J. 
LeBlanc presented “The Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers” to thirteen Nova Scotians, including Captain McDonald, at 
a ceremony at Government House, in Halifax, NS.  https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20181025001  
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A Candid Interview With Ally Cedeno Of Women Offshore:  We recently had the opportunity to sit down 
and talk with Chief Mate Ally Cedeno, founder of the influential and inspiring organization Women Offshore.  In 
addition to getting an MBA degree and actively sailing offshore Ally has built an important and valuable online 
resource for an industry in which women comprise a small but growing minority. 
 

What is the bottleneck for reducing the gender gap offshore and at sea?  At Women Offshore, we focus on three 
bottlenecks for reducing the gender gap on the water: industry exposure, career growth, and personal isolation.  
First, we showcase opportunities to work on the water by shining a light on female talent in operations, celebrating 
their accomplishments and how they overcome challenges.  Because of these features, outsiders are exposed to the 
maritime and offshore energy industries to see that there are opportunities for women to work on the water. 
Many women have contacted us to learn more and find out how they can pursue similar career paths.  After a feature 
is published, I also enjoy hearing from female talent already working on the water, who are inspired by the features to 
continue making waves.  In industries where women are hidden, sharing our stories has a profound impact on how a 
woman sees the industry and how she views her own career. 
Second, career growth can be a daunting challenge for anyone.  As a woman who worked on the water for 10 years, I 
was often unsure on where I wanted my career to go.  There were also times when I needed guidance, both 
personally as well as professionally.  I wanted someone to ask questions to, specifically a female role model, who 
could understand what it is like to be the only woman on board. 
Women Offshore shares resources online to encourage career progression and offers a virtual mentoring program, 
where women looking for guidance can be paired or added to a group with experienced female seafarers.  For 
example, in our mentoring program is a Pilot Loop, lead by Captain Amanda Wallace, who mentors, alongside 
maritime pilots, female mates looking to become pilots.  Through this loop, female talent sets career goals to make it 
to the pinnacle of the industry. 
Working on board as the only woman can be a very isolating experience.  This is something that I have known in my 
own career and have observed in interviews with women around the world.  Unfortunately, bias, prejudice, and abuse 
towards women exist in all bodies of water and each can push women away from a long-term career.  At Women 
Offshore, we connect our community both online and in person to offer support, understanding, and resources in 
overcoming isolation.  This was a focus at our first conference, UNITE, hosted at Transocean’s headquarters in 
Houston, Texas.  Women from around the world were in attendance; countries represented included Australia, 
Angola, Netherlands, Canada, and the US.  It was a pleasure meeting and learning from our worldwide community. 
 

What are the benefits for offshore or shipping companies that hire more women?  To be sustainable, it is 
important for companies to target all talent.  A disappearing gender gap on the water is a win for everyone.  Diverse 
teams are known as productive, innovative, and creative.  I once heard, “a competitive sports team does not assign its 
starting line-up from half of its roster, so why would a leading company only hire from half the population?”  Hiring 
more female talent should be a sustainability goal of all companies. 
 

Is your Mentorship program a new concept or is it 
modeled after something you’ve participated in?  It’s 
not exactly a new concept, however, I have never 
participated in anything like it either.  I designed it to be a 
program that benefits a woman emerging into the industry.  
Whether she is a hawsepiper or an academy grad, she fills 
out a form based on her career aspirations and is paired 
with an experienced female seafarer to offer guidance on 
achieving her career goals.  
 

What is your primary goal for WomenOffshore.org?   At 
Women Offshore, our values are to empower and connect 
female seafarers around the world, as the resource for 
women who work on the water. In everything we do, our 
goal is to meet individual needs, especially for those who 
near the confidence gap thinking that they do not belong 
on the water.  I want Women Offshore to be utilized to step over that confidence gap, knowing that women can thrive 
in the maritime and offshore energy industries. 
 

As the spouse of a ship’s officer, what resources are there for me to both support my wife and advance my 
own career at sea?  At WomenOffshore.org, we keep the site completely open, knowing that it is important for men 
to read our stories.  We have also heard from several men that they find the resources that we share to be helpful. 
Sharing our stories on social media, reading the site to understand the various challenges women face, and taking 
interest in our resources are all ways to support women who work on the water while furthering one’s own career. 
 

I worked offshore when gCaptain was started and my wife was working overseas, but we found either 
resistance or apathy from corporate over the idea of using social media to connect with a diverse group of 
mariners. Has this changed in 2018?  The use of social media has changed immensely over the last decade, with 
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many companies running their own social media campaigns to recruit and showcase what it is like working at sea.  
We enjoy interacting with these companies on social media to get a glimpse into careers that are offered, especially 
when they profile their own female talent on the water. 
 

Do you find the women you profile or do they mostly find you?  It’s a little of both.  Many women have reached 
out and there have been some stories that have been found while browsing social media.  Our most popular feature is 
about a female pilot in Houston, Captain Sherri Hickman, who was assigned to navigate an ATB.  Her daughter, a 3rd 
Mate, worked on that vessel and happened to be onboard at the time.  In an industry where women only make up 2%, 
it was inspiring to see a mother-daughter duo working together. 
 

The topics on your website have an excellent “topics” section that ranges from powerful women of history to 
health and wellness offshore but some of the hard topics of today – like the prevalence of sexual harassment 
in the workforce – is that by necessity or design?   
I designed Women Offshore to be the place I always needed.  I wanted it to be an avenue for seeking answers in 
navigating one’s career, understanding challenges, and finding female role models.  At Women Offshore, we write 
about the challenges because there are many lessons learned within these challenges that can be passed on as tools 
for women emerging into the industry.  Our community is made up of female talent that is highly skilled and 
experienced, some with decades of experience on the water, who pass on knowledge to propel the next generation of 
female seafarers. 
 

How do you differ from an organization like WISTA?  Women Offshore is a niche organization dedicated to 
supporting women who work on the water in both the maritime and offshore energy industries.  Our community is 
mostly made up of female talent on the water.  Some of our mentors are women who have gone on to shoreside roles 
and are even a part of WISTA and have come to Women Offshore to offer support to those currently working at sea. 
 

Besides WISTA, what are the smaller organizations and individuals who are making a major impact in 
women’s’ issues offshore and at sea today?   There are quite a few bloggers and social media influencers, who 
are making a major impact on the water.  For example, Seasisters.org is run by a group of female seafarers.  They 
share some of the challenges of working on the water, including what it is like being a mom offshore.  Someone else 
making an impact in the maritime industry is Captain Lindsay Price, a tugboat Captain in Houston, Texas.  Captain 
Price has spent much of her career as a mentor to women in maritime.  Captain Kate McCue of Celebrity Cruises is 
also someone I greatly admire.  Through her Instagram feed, she inspires many to seek a career at sea. 
 

Your website promotes an organization called SeafarerHelp.  Can you tell us more about this organization?  
SeafarerHelp is a branch of the International Seafarer’s Welfare and Assistance Network (ISWAN).  It is a free, 
confidential, multilingual hotline for seafarers and their families.  Lines stay open 24 hours a day, all year long. 
SeafarerHelp can guide a seafarer, as well as his or her family, through any challenge.  Women Offshore recognizes 
SeafarerHelp as an important resource for supporting a seafarer’s well-being, so we share it on both our site and in 
our mentoring program. 
 

I assume the best way for women to support each other is to join organizations like yours and WISTA.  What 
can men do to help?  I am glad you asked this.  Men play an important role in reducing the gender gap on the water.  
I have worked with many talented men offshore, who create inclusive environments to work in.  When I designed 
Women Offshore, I made it a priority that these men and more who support a diverse workforce could be involved.  I 
appreciate that there have been quite a few men who have showed support since the beginning.  Some have joined 
our organization and others have written on the site.  At Women Offshore, we look for everyone’s involvement, 
regardless of gender.  If there is a man reading this who wants to be involved, please share with them that they can 
join here to receive our newsletter. 
October 29, 2018 by John Konrad 
 

https://gcaptain.com/a-candid-interview-with-ally-cedeno-of-women-
offshore/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Gcaptain+%28gCaptain.com%29&goal=0_f5017
4ef03-8c8bbb8a53-169937937&mc_cid=8c8bbb8a53&mc_eid=35ccf165ad  
 
 

Meanwhile, in the UK - Leading maritime companies sign gender equality pledge: 
Carnival UK led a group of high-profile British businesses and trade bodies in signing a new charter aimed at tackling 
gender diversity in the maritime sector on Friday (6 July). 
The President of world’s largest cruise company’s UK business, Josh Weinstein, was among maritime executives 
gathering in Southampton to sign the Women in Maritime pledge, a statement of intent to improve fairness, equality 
and inclusion in the sector. 
Major companies including BP Shipping, the Port of London Authority, DP World, Associated British Ports and Peel 
Ports as well as trade bodies including British Marine, British Ports Association, UK Major Ports Group, Society of 
Maritime Industries, Maritime London, and the UK Chamber of Shipping have signed the pledge. Other signatories 
include the Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers, Nautilus International, Seafarers UK, Solent LEP and Mersey Maritime. 
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The companies signing up to the pledge will now be engaged with the detailed development of the Women in 
Maritime Charter, which is being developed by a special maritime Taskforce and is due to be launched in the autumn 
of 2018. 
The charter will play a significant role in creating targets for 
each signatory company, helping improve the gender balance 
across the maritime industries, including shipping, ports, 
services, engineering and leisure marine. Currently, only 3% of 
seafarers globally are women. 
All companies signing the pledge will be making clear their 
support for creating positive change within their respective 
organisations, and collectively, across the UK maritime sector. 
The industry will produce a series of toolkits based upon best 
practice to support companies meeting the obligations they 
commit to under the Charter. 
The maritime sector moves 95% of Britain’s international trade 
with £500bn each year, supporting nearly a million UK jobs (932,000) or one in every 33. 
 

David Dingle CBE, Chairman of Maritime UK, said: - 
“Today is truly a landmark moment for the UK maritime sector.  Without a diverse workforce we will not be able to 
tackle the challenges we face – including innovating cutting-edge technology, such as that required to decarbonise 
shipping.  A plurality of ideas and creative thinking is absolutely critical to the future success of UK maritime, one of 
Britain’s biggest industries.  I’m encouraged by the reaction from companies right across the sector.  There is real 
determination to make progress, and to do so as an industry.  Given the size of our sector, we have a real opportunity 
to affect significant change across the whole country.” 
 

Carol Howle, CEO of BP Shipping, said: - 
“Any company that is interested in good business is interested in diversity.” 
 

Michelle Handforth, Chief Executive of Aberdeen Harbour Board, said: - 
“Encouraging women to build their careers in this fantastic industry will help sustain and shape the future of the UK 
maritime industry in an ever more competitive global marketplace.  The value of the contributions they will make and 
the perspectives they will bring cannot be underestimated and are vital to the future of the industry.” 
 

Neil Glendinning, CEO of Harwich Haven Authority, said: - 
“We believe in and are fully committed to equality of opportunity.  We will engender a culture that values the best 
talent, irrespective of gender.” 
 

Natalie Desty, Director of Marine People, said: - 
“We believe that recruitment has a crucial role to play in helping to create an industry where women are well 
represented and have equal opportunities for development.  A diverse workforce and industry is necessary to remain 
competitive on the world stage and to attract the next generation of candidates.  Plus, simply put, women make up 
50% of the UK's population, so why not the maritime workforce?” 
 

Debbie Cavaldoro, Head of Strategy at Nautilus International, said: - 
“Nautilus is working to support female maritime professionals and encourage more women to consider it as a career, 
but there is a long way to go.  The first steps have been taken in admitting there is a 
problem, now we all need to work together to solve it.” 
 

Nick Goldsbrough, Director of Corporate Services at Shoreham Port, said: - 
“There is a strong business case for diverse organisations where both women and men have the opportunity to 
contribute and reach their full potential.  The maritime industry is historically male dominated so it is particularly 
important to address and promote the opportunities for women in the sector, as a catalyst for change.  The maritime 
industry is missing out on the skills and value that women can bring to the sector.  Additionally women will add a 
different perspective and significant expertise in a very traditional industry which is crying out for change.” 
https://www.maritimeuk.org/media-centre/news/leading-maritime-companies-sign-gender-equality-pledge/ 
9th July 2018.  Related pages: Women in Maritime 

Now see Page 14; The report from the Vancouver Island Division. 
 

 
Debating ‘self manning’.  A Nautical Institute debate, held recently in Hong Kong, discussed the crucial 
issue of who should be in charge of decisions about safe manning:  What do we mean exactly by the term ‘safe 
manning’, which is something that ought to be clear and precise, but is sometimes not?  Ships have certificates, 
issued by their flag states, which specify the minimum number of seafarers that are needed to take that ship to sea.  
However, are flag states the appropriate body to make such decisions?  Shouldn’t the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) be the judge of this important matter? 
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A few months ago, the Hong Kong Branch of The Nautical Institute (NI) spent a whole day’s conference debating 
these matters, with all sorts of interesting ideas on safe manning aired.  There was even a debate on the role of flag 
states versus the IMO as the most appropriate manpower arbiter, with a large number of enthusiastic comments from 
the large audience. 
It might be argued that there would be no need for these matters to be discussed if there was a general belief among 
seafarers that ships were adequately manned.  But, as The Sea pointed out in its last 
edition, fatigue and stress are real problems that are currently worrying practical, 
contemporary seafarers.  If there are not enough people on board to do all the 
necessary work on a ship, it is a safety issue, as well as something that affects the 
quality of life of those who have to work harder or longer. 
Who decides?  Are all flag states sufficiently expert to decide what manpower levels 
are safe?  It is a highly practical matter of risk assessment, which demands onboard 
experience in order to properly assess and arrive at the right number of people and skills.  Who makes the decision to 
reduce crew size, to cut out, say, the Third Mate, the Third Engineer or a couple of Able Seamen?  Is it done as a 
result of a proper assessment of the consequences of such an action by company professionals who know their ships 
and those aboard them?  Or is it as a result of a solely financial judgement calling for an overall reduction of manning 
costs by a certain percentage, leaving the ‘survivors’ to just get on with it?  And what about the reality of accidents, 
some of which may well be wholly or partly attributable to fatigue or an individual’s overwork? 
While the result of the Hong Kong Branch debate about which agencies should be responsible for safe manning was, 
in the end, evenly divided, there were important points made about the fact that, other than for special ships that need 
individual assessment by their regulators, most of the common types of vessel ought to have a standard-sized crew, 
depending not least upon the degree of automation installed.  But it was pointed out that, as ships and their 
equipment age, a crew size suitable for a brand-new vessel might become inadequate once that vessel matures and 
begins to require a lot more human intervention to keep it running properly. 
The conference also noted that the demands upon individuals in a ship’s crew vary greatly, with senior officers often 
ending up seriously overworked, despite all the regulatory requirements on hours of rest from the Maritime Labour 
and the Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers Conventions.  The NI has for years 
campaigned vigorously about the shipping sector depending on Master and Mate working watch-and-watch, six-
on/six-off, emphasizing that is both inhumane and dangerous. 
What ideas emerged from this conference?  Well, there was unanimity regarding the need for Masters to be better 
supported by their employers.  There was also agreement that while seafarers are traditionally highly skilled and 
adaptable people, there is a need to manage their numbers more constructively.  Other 
points made were that there should be a greater emphasis on the effects of stress and 
responsibility on health, that there should be encouragement for greater delegation of 
responsibilities in order to spread the individual loads, and the at senior officers should have more time to get to grips 
with ‘killer ports’ and their demands.  While safe manning was acknowledged by the conference to be hugely 
important, it was also noted that some operators did things better than others, and that their best practice could be 
beneficially broadcast around the industry.  Doing so might encourage others to follow suit. 
Michael Gray.  theSea.  Mar/Apr 2018.  www.missiontoseafarers.org  
 
 

Many seafaring phrases, particularly from the days of sail, have been adopted into everyday use. 
For example:  In the offing - This phrase is quite simple to understand once you know that ‘the offing’ is the part of 
the sea that can be seen from land, excluding those parts that are near the shore.  Early texts also refer to it as ‘offen’ 
or ‘offin’.  A ship about to arrive was “in the offing”, therefore imminent, which is how the phrase is used today. 
 

 
The Evolution of the Oceanic Tug-Barge:  Tug barges are widely used in the North American Atlantic and 
Pacific Coastal service, carrying bulk freight.  While present generation tug-barges involve a tug coupled to the stern 
of the barge pushing and navigating the assembly, one company with interest in LNG transportation seems poised for 
a possible breakthrough in tug-barge propulsion.  
Introduction:  While railway lines that run parallel to the North American coastline connect many coastal cities, a 
segment of the bulk freight transportation market prefers to move the cargo by coastal maritime transportation instead 
of railway transportation.  For the railways, moving heavy bulk pushes axle loadings to the maximum and imposes 
faster wear and tear on the railway infrastructure and on railway rolling stock.  A barge built to a beam of 105 feet and 
650 feet length can carry the same volume/payload of bulk freight as a fleet of trains, while incurring the operating 
cost of a single train. 
The development of couple barge trains or barge tows along the American inland waterway systems reduces the cost 
per ton-mile of moving bulk freight over extended distances, over railway transportation.  At the present time, the 
variation of the same design of tug is that used in both ocean coastal and inland waterway service, involves a diesel 
engine driving any of Z-drive or vertical-axis thrusters via a mechanical transmission.  Steam powered tugs were 
originally designed to assist in the manoeuvring of large ships in the restricted areas of dockyards and to move single 
barges along rivers. 
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Tug Advantage:  During an earlier era when river transportation and coastal transportation developed in North 
America, vessels were either driven by wind or by onboard steam engines.  The need to carry coal and potable water 
involved allocating space for fuel and water and restricted the operating range of coastal steamboats.  Steam 
powered river vessels made frequent stops at towns along the route, where coal/wood fuel could be taken aboard for 
the next leg of the voyage.  Adapting a tug to push and 
navigate a river vessel provided additional capacity aboard the 
vessel to carry greater payload. 
In terms of business economics, it was feasible to utilize a tug 
to push and navigate a single barge.  At a later time as the 
power output and pulling capability of tugs increased, it 
became very feasible for a pair of tugs to propel and navigate a 
coupled assembly of barges that formed a river train, with stern 
and bow tugs.  When a powered vessel moored at port to 
load/unload cargo, the crew could be out of service and 
unproductive for several days.   With tug operation, barges 
were dropped off while the tug and crew remained productive.  
Coastal Service:  The business economics of tug barge operation was considered to be as valid for coastal service 
as it was along inland waterways, with tugs initially moving and navigating comparatively barges for short distances 
between nearby coastal cities.  Over time, ocean-going barges became wider, deeper and longer, making them more 
capable to sail oceanic service and carrying bulk freight over greater distances in coastal service and also on the 
North American Upper Great Lakes.  The technology has been developed to sail through waves of 20 feet. 
The bulk freight market seems poised to require larger tug barges that sail at greater speed of perhaps as high as 15 
knots, in turn requiring larger tugs of greater engine output and much greater thrust capability.  It is possible that the 
requirement could push existing tug barge design, with tug propulsion, to its limit.  However, ongoing developments in 
maritime propulsion that date back over a period of decades, might actually offer a method using much proven 
technology by which to build bigger barges of much higher tonnage and tugs of greatly increased engine output. 
The Proven Technology:  The propulsion systems of some of largest trans-Atlantic passenger ships of a bygone era, 
the largest cruise ships of the present day and the largest oil tanker ships ever built share a common feature.  They 
were floating power stations with engines driving large electrical generators to provide power for electric motors that in 
turn drove the propellers.  While earlier ships had non-steerable propellers, some modern ships include electrically 
driven propellers that are steerable, courtesy of Azipod technology.  It appears technically feasible to combine a 
remote engine aboard a companion vessel to generate the propulsive electric power. 
The companion vessel may resemble a tug and include some self-propulsive capability while the barge to which it is 
attached includes Azipod units for propulsion and steering.  Power cables would connect between the power 
generation companion vessel and the Azipod equipped barge, with crew control-bridge being located on either.  While 
the companion vessel could be coupled to the stern of the barge using existing coupling technology, there is also the 
option of a more flexible coupling system to link between the power generation unit and the propulsive barge that 
would tow the companion vessel. 
Automated Navigation Control:  Several years ago, the Northern Transportation Company that operated tug barges 
along Canada’s Mackenzie River participated in a demonstration of computer controlled automated navigation.  The 
demonstration involved a combination of tugs and several barges that while connected by cable, could be steered 

independently of each other to negotiate through tight meanders along 
the river.  There was also scope to link the barges using a power cable to 
activate stern and bow thrusters to assure precise manoeuvrings through 
areas of river restricted by river depth or river width.  It may be possible to 
adapt the technology to ocean service. 
The particular need to move massive bulk freight could require the 
capacity of a pair of ocean capable barges, each equipped with steerable 
electrically driven propellers and with the possible additional need for bow 
thrusters.  While the leading barge would tow the large floating power 
station, the combination of a towing cable, power cable and navigation 
control cable would connect to a trailing barge, with towing cable tension 
load providing less than 10 percent of the propulsion requirement.  During 
the ocean voyage, computer controlled navigation directed from the 

control bridge would guide the assembly of vessels. 
Alternative Application:  While the vessel concept is intended for bulk freight transportation, including transportation 
of LNG along the North American Pacific Coast, the floating power station could also find application in the cruise ship 
industry.  Several years ago, a total engine failure occurred on a large cruise sailing offshore from the southeastern 
U.S., and initial attempts to use tugs to tow the stricken vessel resulted in the destruction of towing cables.  A tug boat 
that is also a power station capable of delivering massive amounts of electric power would be a compatible rescue 
technology for stricken cruise ships. 
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Such a power station vessel could couple to the stern of a cruise ship and provide it with propulsive power, assuming 
that at least one of the Azipod units were operations.  Some of the electrical power could also be directed to sustain 
cruise ship onboard hotel power, for the benefit of several thousand customers of the cruise ship company.  Since the 
bulk carrier vessels are intended to operate along North America’s Pacific Coast, cruise vessels that operate in that 
region could occasionally have a rescue technology available to them. 
Conclusions:  The energy company that seeks to develop super-sized tug-barges to move 
their product along the North American Pacific coast could make a significant contribution in 
the evolution and development of ocean going tug barge technology. 
The opinions expressed herein are the author's and not necessarily those of The Maritime Executive. 
BY HARRY VALENTINE 2018-08-18  https://www.maritime-executive.com/editorials/the-evolution-of-the-oceanic-tug-barge#gs.MYKDy9g 
 
For an interesting read about pusher tugs & barges see http://ral.ca/2017/03/13/pusher-tugs-barges-louis-dreyfus/  
 
 

 
Dear Friends,  

eep a sharp lookout!” is an utterance that has been uttered many times by a nervous skipper in fog or on 
unknown dangerous grounds.  Ever since someone launched a vessel onto the troublous seas it has been 
necessary to be aware of one’s surroundings – otherwise, tragedy.  Good eyeballs were the start.  Next, 

skippers wanted to know what was beneath them.  Thus, the sounding lead was invented.  Then some smart person 
(the cook?) put tallow on the bottom of the lead.  It grabbed a sample of the bottom.  It was then possible to know the 
bottom depth and its composition: gravel, sand or whatever.  Soon, charts emerged detailing the coastline and much 
of the bottom around it in great detail.  With these charts and a compass, safe navigation was born. 
Mariners also looked skyward.  One reason was the sheer beauty of a starlit night, the other was navigation.  The 
North Star and the Southern Cross did their duty for many years.  The Polynesians perfected their method of celestial 
navigation, allowing them to find Hawaii and more.  Master Mariners at one time took courses in it, but GPS has made 
it somewhat obsolete.  In my world a big transformation came with the Ekolite paper-recording sounder.  A pen made 
a black mark on the paper showing the reflected echo of the bottom.  Very handy, it gave you depth but it also found 
fish.  The bottom was very black and above it was fish, somewhat grey marks.  The herring reduction fishery in the 
1960s used them, and the piano wire method of determining school size was now abandoned.  I know there is still 
one old time herring seiner with a long reel of piano wire with a lead attached to it stored in the engine room.  
Lowering it over the side and putting your fingers on the piano wire you could feel the herring hitting it.  A skilled 
practitioner could estimate the size of the herring school.  Amazing, but gone the way of the buggy whip. 
Next to come to us was radar.  What a joy!  But at first only for the most modern boats or rich owners.  Then over time 
the radar screen was everywhere.  Next to come was sonar for the herring fishermen and GPS for everybody.  Now 
even the smallest of fish boats can afford the complete electronic wheelhouse.  And don’t forget plotters, and a treat 
for long voyages: automatic steering on a route (another manual to read and master).  Seated in a comfy chair your 
hardy mariner has a feast of dials and screens to monitor as he navigates his way.  The GPS tells him exactly where 
he is, the radar tells him where he is going, the sounder tells him what is beneath him and the sonar (if he has one) 
tells him what is around nearby.  And did I mention the temperature gauge to tell him how cold the water is?  It only 
remains for him to look skyward to see all of his world. 
Obviously, we fishermen are not the only group enjoying modern technology at sea.  Cargo ships, tankers, tugboats 
and you name it all have the latest.  Each of their electronic gadgets must be more complex than the simple stuff for 
us fishermen (“designed by geniuses for use by idiots”).  Bigger and better systems are used.  The buzz- word is 
ECDIS, meaning Electronic Chart and Display Information System.  I spare you the details.  You might, but I doubt it, 
one day catch a Third Mate looking through a sextant.  Reading manuals and learning to play the electronics like a 
piano are the new navigation skills. 
Others are also interested in what is going on in the marine environment.  Lighthouses here regularly monitor 
(measure) water temperatures and salinity as well as noting the weather.  They provide a lot of data for climate-
watchers.  But they are routinely adding all sorts of monitoring equipment.  Moored buoys do the job for most other 
applications (whatever they are).  We have the standard ODAS (“Ocean Data Acquisition System”) but I am told there 
are other data-grabbers that can do tricks such as going below the surface of the ocean and getting data at lower 
depths.  Further, just as there are drones in the air there are now drones on the ocean.  Researchers doing big area 
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stuff use them for observations such as measuring how the Gulf Stream has shifted (you knew that, didn’t you?).  
What with satellites and digital cameras you can now see over a big part of the ocean and get data instantly.  I am 
amazed to learn that from satellites in space they can now actually measure rising sea levels.  Way too much in- 
formation, I’m afraid.  At one time, a clock, a tide book and a compass and perhaps a chart to two, was all many of us 
needed.  Times have changed.  
As for us, we welcome these great improvements in technology and their role in making life less nervous.  As that old 
philosopher Yogi Berra said, “You can observe a lot just by looking”. 
Western Mariner.  June 2018  www.westernmariner.com  
(Printed with permission of Western Mariner Magazine) 
Who	 is	 Mrs.	 Amor	 de	 Cosmos?	 	 You	 tell	 me	 –	 all	 I	 know	 is	 that	 Amor	 de	 Cosmos	 was	 the	 Second	 Premier	 of	 British	
Columbia	(1872-1874)!	
 
 

Slow boats to anywhere.  Voices telling shipping to reduce speeds to protect the 
environment have not entirely thought the notion through:  Who remembers when a fast 
passage was something to be celebrated?  Or the days when the owners of a new cargo liner 
would boast about its speed and the fact that it would get your goods from A to B two days faster 
than the ships of the rival lines?  Today, such a claim would be ruled positively antisocial, with the 
owners being castigated for the harm their speeding ship was doing to the environment.  We must 

slow down, says environmental opinion – in order to save the planet we must minimise the harmful emissions from 
our exhausts and if possible, work towards devising means of reducing harmful emissions to zero, as was the case 
before mechanically driven ships arrived on the world’s seas. 
All of which was given official approval by the International Maritime Organization at its recent meeting, which agreed 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from ships by half, before 2050.  This, of course, is easier said than done and 
will require new fuels and technologies to be invented and a king’s ransom spent on research. 
But there is a worrying number of voices suggesting that an easy way of making ships more “sustainable”, in the short 
term, is to slow them down.  This “low hanging fruit” will, say these beguiling voices, also save fuel and ought to 
commend itself to shipowners. 
Think again: We might raise a couple of objections to this 
strategy.  Firstly, if we are to reduce the service speed of 
ships well below that of the present averages it will be too 
much of a temptation not to reduce the power of the 
machinery.  After all, what is the point of lugging around a 
great powerful engine if a large part of its power is effectively 
redundant?  So, almost certainly there will be a tendency for 
shipbuilders to install smaller engines in their new vessels, 
with their sales material emphasizing the benefits to the 
planet and the remarkable economy of the ships.  We will 
also need a lot more slow ships to carry the same amount of 
cargo – you can see where this argument is heading! 
We have been here before, if you only take the trouble to 
look back in history.  During the first half of the last century, 
shipbuilders, desperate for work, offered “economy” ships, 
which would carry a reasonable amount of cargo, but with 
remarkably low consumption of coal or oil.  Tramp owners, owners who themselves were struggling to stay afloat, 
would buy these ships in large numbers, despite their slow speed.  They became known generically as “low-powered 
steamers” and sailing directions were specifically published for these slow ships.  They needed to avoid head winds, 
which would slow them down to almost walking pace, and adverse currents, so would plan their routes rather like 
sailing ships were directed in an earlier age. 
The trouble was that while they worked reasonably well if the weather was kindly and the wind blowing in the right 
direction.  If it wasn’t, these ships were often in trouble.  They found themselves insufficiently powered to claw off a 
lee shore and were frequently blown on to the rocks, while they were just too slow to escape storms or hurricanes, 
even when they knew such weather was approaching.  So you might suggest that greater horsepower equates to 
more safety and that smaller engines raise the danger levels. 
Talk to seafarers:  the other objection might be raised on behalf of those whose views never seem to be consulted 
when these important regulations are being devised – those who will have to sail on these slow ships.  Maybe you can 
console yourself as you set off for a long oceanic voyage that it is going to take twice as long as it might have done, 
with the thought that your ship’s emissions will be helping to save the planet.  On the other hand, you might start to 
get a little “stir-crazy” as the voyage goes on and on and the vessel’s progress across the chart can barely discerned 
each day.  Those irritating habits of one’s messmates will tend to become more so over time on the slow boat to 
anywhere.  Stress, which we are all becoming worried about now, will surely not be improved by throttling back the 
main engine. 
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Maybe the old adage “more days – more dollars” will be a more appropriate consolation, but as the crew of twenty 
rattles around in a big ship on a long, slow voyage, the notion that patience is a virtue will probably be tested to 
destruction.  Just talk to old tanker hands who, during the desperate days of the last century’s over-tonnage and high 
oil prices, would suffer “slow steaming” for voyage after voyage.  Human nature (or at least that attributed to 
seafarers) will see them green with envy as their slow ship is overtaken by one that is faster.  
And since the days of clipper ships a fast passage has been ingrained into seafaring nature 
as something to which any seafarer should aspire! 
Michael Gray.  theSea.  July/August 2018.  www.missiontoseafarers.org  
 
 

Talking Points: http://www.nepia.com/insights/publications/loss-prevention-publications/talking-points/ 
From the North of England P&I Club. 'Talking Points' will assist Masters and Safety Officers when preparing for 
onboard safety meetings by raising awareness of the common causes of accidents and incidents by providing an 
image or object to use as a 'talking point' to introduce the safety topic. 
Topics include: 1. Grinding Discs: 2. Working at Height; 3. Means of Access: 4. Breathe Easy; 5. Stand Safe; 
6. Falling Down: 7. A Weighty Issue and 8. Hot Work Safety. 
 
The Value of Drills.  CSL Welland Crew Saves Man's Life:  On August 25, the 16-member crew of CSL 
Welland was involved in a rescue operation that saved a man’s life while transiting through Lake Ontario off the coast 
of Olcott, New York.  Crewmembers on watch in the CSL Welland wheelhouse noticed objects floating in the water. 
Captain Wilson Walters was immediately notified and communicated the information to the Coast Guard. 
As the crewmembers kept watch, it became apparent that the objects were in fact two people.  The Captain 

immediately activated the general alarm, alerted the Coast 
Guard and proceeded with an emergency manoeuvre of the 
225.5-metre ship to rescue the people.  A virtual marker was 
dropped on the vessel's ECDIS, and the entire crew 
immediately enacted their Man Overboard protocols.  
Meanwhile, a small fishing boat was sighted in the area and 
was summoned by the Captain to assist with the rescue of 
one of the men.  The fishing boat was able to rescue a 
conscious man, who was transferred on to CSL Welland.  The 
crew provided the necessary first aid to prevent shock and 
keep the survivor warm, dry and hydrated. 
The CSL Welland crew located the second person in the 

water, and the ship’s rescue boat was launched.  The crew recovered the visibly unconscious man into the rescue 
boat and commenced administering CPR.  Because of the restricted space in the rescue boat, the man was 
transferred into the assisting fishing vessel and CPR was continuously performed until the arrival of the U.S. and 
Canadian Coast Guards.  Once on the scene, Coast Guard officials boarded the fishing vessel and attended to the 
unconscious man who was pronounced dead shortly after. 
The deceased man was transferred to a U.S. Coast Guard Cutter and taken ashore.  The survivor was transferred 
from CSL Welland to the fishing vessel and was also taken ashore. 
Following the departure of the Coast Guard, the Captain commended his crew and highlighted that their active 
participation in regular drills was the reason they were able to respond with such speed and precision.  Man 
Overboard drills are conducted every three months on Canada Steamship Lines' vessels. 
“We commend Captain Wilson Walters and his crew for this act of heroism that is a true testament to the 
professionalism, teamwork and courage of the crew,” said Louis Martel, Canada Steamship Lines President and CEO.  
“Thanks to regular training and drills, CSL Welland seafarers instinctively performed their Man Overboard duties and 
did exactly what they were trained to do.  The emergency operation explicitly demonstrated that training and drills do 
save lives.”  BY MAREX 2018-09-01 
https://www.maritime-executive.com/article/the-value-of-drills-csl-welland-crew-saves-man-s-life#gs.QJALzDg  
 
 
Training for the Master’s role – reflections and recommendations:  Training to be a ship’s Master is no 
easy feat and it is a pinnacle only a few joining the sea as deck officers succeed in reaching.  In today’s day and age, 
the title of Master and the responsibility of commanding a vessel greets a newly qualified officer in a shipping 
environment which is not only legislation and regulation heavy but also where news of criminalisation of seafarers and 
piracy regularly make headlines in industry media. 
Training framework and challenges:  A lot of effort has been made over the years to bridge the gap between the 
shortage of quality crew and officers and those entering the challenging profession of seafaring.  During their training 
over the years, junior officers are exposed to the challenges and tasks, which prepare them to successfully, take over 
command of a vessel, a responsibility not to be taken lightly.  The requirements are varied and it is crucial that officers 
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are trained not only in the mandatory STCW standards but they also have the necessary experience handling 
complex scenarios and high-pressure situations. 
The absolute minimum standards for an officer to qualify as a Master of a foreign going vessel are set out in STCW 
convention.  The convention lays out the framework of progressive training of officers to gain competence and 
practical experience as they strive to go up the ranks to eventually take command of a vessel. 
ISM Code also provides guidance on training of seafarers by setting out a benchmark and level of competency 
seafarers are expected to meet when taking command of a vessel and implementing the ISM Code’s principles 
onboard the vessel.  After all, the Master is the vessel owner’s eyes and ears onboard the ship and will be in a 
decision-making position, often in high pressure and stressful situations. 
Important skills such as ship handling, navigation and cargo documentation are taught extensively and usually 
practised by aspiring Masters onboard the ship. 
However, ‘soft’ skills such as effective communication with bridge team and with the parties interested in the 
commercial adventure of a voyage do pose a challenge to a Master when he or she faces them for the first time. 
Effective communication with multiple nationalities working on a ship, at sea and ashore, also poses a unique 
challenge to the Master. 
After taking a leaf from aviation industry’s approach to team building, much progress has been made in bridge team 
communications but accidents involving communication breakdown still occur. 
Skills and competences:  With the challenges a Master of a vessel faces in modern times, it is important that they 
learn the tools and techniques during their years as junior officers so they are comfortable when taking command of a 
vessel.  Training academies do strive to train officers in ‘soft’ skills but there is no better way to learn than actively 
engaging in these tasks onboard.  Companies should therefore encourage ‘learning by doing’ attitude onboard the 
vessels and promote flow of knowledge and experience from senior members of team to junior officers. 
Where possible, junior officers should be exposed to greater challenges to train them in handling unexpected 
situations and bring out the leader in them. 
To implement and maintain seamless communication onboard the vessel, a no blame culture should be promoted not 
only on the bridge but also in overall ship operations and across all ranks.  The Master has the overall decision-
making authority but should be comfortable to discuss with the team onboard and utilise all resources available to 
him.  This can only be achieved if there is a good team effort.  This will benefit not only the officers in training but also 
improve the vessel’s safety record.  There is no one size fits all solution and training of officers on how to 
communicate effectively should be considered with their experience, cultural background and management style in 
mind. 
The route to qualify as a Master has been traditionally from the ‘deck’ department so it’s crucial that the Master is not 
only familiar with but also appreciates engine room operations.  Onboard team exercises where exchange of ideas 
between departments is promoted can assist in achieving this. 
Wellbeing of officers is also an important part of their growth and development to effective leaders as a Master of a 
vessel.  The Club has issued various guidance on how this can be achieved and we encourage our members to 
implement policies that improve seafarer’s wellbeing onboard the ship. 
Running a smooth ship operation is not an easy task but with Masters who are 
confident in their decision-making in command of ships, this can be a rewarding 
experience not only for Masters but also for everyone involved. 
Source: Skuld.  October 11th 2018.  https://www.skuld.com/about/  
https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/training-for-the-masters-role-reflections-and-recommendations/ 
 
 
The Captain's Way:  Can shipping’s traditions survive relentless cost cutting?  Ship Captains are made, not 
born (notable exceptions, of course).  Almost all are officers first, but some get their start among the ship’s ratings.  
Formal training and education, as governed by international treaty and national laws, follow.  It’s a rank earned 
through merit and hard work. 
The creative tensions inherent in the rank of Captain can be difficult to reconcile with the responsibility of having to 
look after the safety and security of both the ship and the crew.  It’s akin to a military experience.  Cramped isolation 
and frequent boredom during a voyage contrast vividly with brief periods of intense stimulation – while in port clearing 
customs, loading or offloading cargo or, more rarely nowadays, on shore leave. 
Sometimes it’s life or death.  But even when it isn’t, commanding a ship is a strenuous job with specialized skills and 
significant personal responsibility for both valuable commercial assets and human lives.  It takes a toll. 
The “Price for Living It”:  The sea is unique and demands its own solutions.  On land, a manager refusing his 
employer’s instructions could be fired.  But on board, the Captain’s word is law – even having more power than the 
ship’s owner.  And sometimes, when there’s a lot at stake, the Captain is duty-bound to use his overriding authority to 
go against the ship’s owner. 
On board, your loyalty is to your crew and ship or to other crews and ships contending against the same elements.  
Decisions come hard and fast and leave little room for error or second-guessing.  
In a tough situation, the Captain should call the shots.  It’s arguably better than giving that responsibility to someone 
not on board and not facing the problem, let alone to someone observing from the relative comfort of the shore office.  
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We hope that Captains will decide in favour of safety and security, but sometimes economic forces or career 
pressures are too much to resist. 
A Captain, being only human, may make the easy decision everybody wants instead of the hard decision he knows is 
right.  As Oscar Wilde wrote in The Picture of Dorian Gray,  “Each man lived his own life and paid his own price for 
living it.” 
The “price for living it” is one that shippers rarely see.  They want the cheapest possible freight and details handled by 
the carrier.  Better to subject the carrier to an impossible-to-perform agreement and maintain plausible deniability than 
see all the corners cut due to cost reductions. 
It’s no different with owners who, walking the tightrope between catering to cargo interests and making a profit or 
investing in their fleets, often have no other option but to pass along, in toto, the pressure of the market to the ship’s 
Captain.  And the Captain, up to a point, will act as the conduit to the crew for all this negative energy – until he hits a 
line he will not cross.  The moment of duty is not for the faint of heart, because every Captain eventually hits that line. 
In that moment, it’s a test of how far duty can be stretched without breaking. 
As weakening profits put standards under pressure, the stretching gets more and more tenuous each year, which is 
why it’s more important than ever for Captains to remember to maintain their professional standards.  If shippers – 
and even owners – cannot be counted on, the safety and security of shipping is in others’ hands. 
What if the need to pick up cargo or quickly reach a port of call conflicts with proper maintenance of the ship or the 
required rest hours of the crew?  In cases like that, the Captain doesn’t just need to be a leader and a navigator, he 
must also be a politician and a dealmaker.  Not an easy job. 
As the first line of defence, the Captain’s power to stop perceived abuses are the most broad and absolute.  Instead of 
relying on a supervising bureaucracy or an office that grants permits upon application, for example, Section 121 of the 
German Maritime Labour Code states: “[The Captain] may not be hindered by the owner in making any and all 
decisions which, in his professional opinion, are necessary for the security of the ship, for its safety at sea, for its 
secure operation or for the safety of its crew or other persons on board.” 
Giving the Captain’s judgment legal force and fixing the standard as being his “professional opinion” is quite unusual 
in this era of regulatory creep and top-down control, especially since the Captain is not a neutral government official.  
Not all Captains are perfect, of course, and neither is their evaluation of a situation always flawless.  But it’s a lot 
better than relying on someone else’s external control. 
A Tradition of Self-Regulation:  Beyond that, shipping is special in that it is deeply rooted in a tradition of self-
regulation.  A perfect example is that classification societies, i.e., private organizations, oversee the approval and 
validation of ship designs, repairs and even stowage and voyage plans. 
If you want to operate a motor vehicle on public roads, you must have it pass muster with the government.  In 
shipping, it’s your peers – other shipping experts – who will give you a “thumbs up” or “thumbs down.”  An entire 
industry has grown up around this principle, supporting diverse companies and thousands of employees and giving 
the industry a deep bench of knowledge and insight that a government would find hard to replicate. 
If a ship has a collision, grounding or other accident, it’s assumed that class is lost and must be regained.  Protection 
& Indemnity (P&I) clubs will regard a ship as non-insured if the owner fails to consult the classification society 
following such an incident, thereby providing another layer of self-control.  If it weren’t for how well classification 
societies function, there is no doubt that governments would quickly step in and try to fill the void – with problematic 
results for all concerned. 
In an ideal world, all of these groups – ship’s Captains, class societies, P&I clubs, conscientious owners and, if a man 
can dream, cargo interests who seek to balance quality and price – will together give shipping what it needs to hold a 
steady, sustainable course.  But as discussed, the “price for living it” is getting higher with each passing year of the 
“new normal” of ultra-low charter rates, the slow tightening of the regulatory noose (e.g., on ballast water treatment) 
and the flood of money and tonnage into the market thanks to cheap interest rates and the pernicious idea that the 
last remaining victorious shipping company will be the one big enough to stomp all competitors.  
And for every agile, clever owner who manages to carve out a survivable niche, there are many other unscrupulous 
owners who only swing the hammer of cost reduction with the most frequent target being crews and Captains who are 
made to make do with less and less. 
Mystery and Possibility:  It would be wonderful to think that shipping, old as it is, can withstand any shock and that, 
no matter how bad the market gets, maritime traditions and institutions will survive.  But the sea is ever changing and 
full of possibility, often tempestuous and never rigid or fixed.  The sea is also mysterious, its intentions only visible at 
the surface. It’s impossible for even the most experienced sailor to know what the sea will do next.  The same is true 
of our industry. 
The combination of mystery and possibility attracts a certain type to the sea.  It’s not “9-to-5ers” who go to sea or sail 
to foreign shores.  It takes an adventurous spirit and, sometimes, the desire for peace and quiet or a fresh start away 
from civilization.  With some luck, these characteristics will continue to inspire future generations. 
From my courses at the Maritime Academy in Cuxhaven I can vouch for the last few graduating classes of ship’s 
officers.  They’re all people who don’t have a problem saying “no” and who would rather put their jobs on the line than 
risk their crew, passengers or ship.  I would, without hesitation, set sail today with any one of them.  But the trouble is 
it’s tricky to predict how long they’ll stay like that in the face of life’s hard knocks. 
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I do worry that the industry’s self-regulation is only a few accidents away from disappearing.  We all know that failures 
are more likely when equipment is pushed to the extreme.  The same is even truer of crews and Captains.  The 
industry has been running well past tolerances for some time now but somehow has been lucky enough to avoid a 
truly heinous catastrophe.  When that happens, the public will conclude that the government 
is needed and self-regulation has failed. 
Room to Manoeuvre:  Thankfully, life at sea is still its own paradigm, full of paradoxes.  And 
while a ship’s destination is often set in stone, the course can be set freely while en route.  
There is leeway combined with a few non-negotiable items.  Those rules that exist at sea, while few, are ironclad.  

If our luck holds going forward, maybe we’ll still have enough room to manoeuvre. – MarEx 
The opinions expressed herein are the author's and not necessarily those of The Maritime Executive. 

BY ERIK KRAVETS 2018-08-24.  (Article originally published in May/June 2018 edition.) 
https://www.maritime-executive.com/magazine/the-captain-s-way 

 
 
International Chamber of Shipping: Autonomous ships will create more jobs ashore for seafarers:  With more 
than 1.6 million seafarers estimated to serve on merchant ships trading internationally, the impact of MASS (Maritime 
Autonomous Surface Ships) on seafarers requires thorough consideration going forward. 
The study indicates that there will be no shortage of jobs for 
seafarers, especially officers, in the next two decades.  While the 
size of crews may evolve due to technological changes on board, 
there may also be considerable additional jobs ashore that 
require seafaring experience. 
The study also includes an assessment of risk and opportunities 
of digitalisation in global logistics chains, as well as on 
digitalisation and automation in ship operations. 
According to its findings, the role of personnel on board and 
ashore will need to be redefined both operationally and legally.  
The study also identifies ways to understand how these roles 
may evolve, becoming an important aspect to address the impact of autonomous ships on the role of seafarers. 
As ICS Secretary General, Guy Platten noted, automation will affect a number of areas under IMO’s purview.  It will 
also provide new opportunities that do not exist today, but there is much work to be done, especially regulatory-wise, 
in order to address concerns about the impact of MASS on seafarers employed worldwide. 
The relationship between seafarers and digitalisation will be one of the main topics for discussion during an 
International Labour Organization sectoral meeting on ‘Recruitment and Retention of Seafarers and the Promotion of 
Opportunities for Women Seafarers’, to be held in Geneva in February 2019. 
https://safety4sea.com/ics-autonomous-ships-will-create-more-jobs-ashore-for-seafarers/ 
Read further details in the following: - 
https://worldmaritimenews.com/archives/262737/ics-seafarers-jobs-not-threatened-by-autonomous-ships/ 
 
 
The Vancouver Island Division of The Company of Master Mariners of Canada has a growing 
membership of which 35% consist of women engaged at sea 
or within the industry.  Our female members include Ship 
Masters, Maritime Professors, Marine Inspectors, Marine 
Superintendents, Port Logistic experts and Port Officials. 
We are announcing a CMMC nationwide initiative to encourage 
more women mariners and those in the marine industry to join 
the Company and to further forward our message into the next 
50 years of the Company.  Our “all female bridge team” is 
using the Company’s network -- consistent with its Mission -- to 
encourage young women to consider pursuing a seafaring 
career.  We are working towards offering a mentoring program 
for women, by women. 
Our hope is to recruit all women CMMC members and women in the marine industry from coast-to- coast-to-coast to 
join us and participate in this exciting initiative.  Please send a message to marine@silanorth.com if you would like to 
join this initiative and the meet the bridge team.           Capt. Jim Ewart. Division Master.  November 22nd 2018 
In the picture are Captain Amanda Slade, her deck officer and two marine mammal observers (two Canadians 
and two Australians).  It was taken on International Women's Day 2017 on board the M/V Amazon Conqueror 
offshore Exmouth, Australia. 
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Lobster Pot Christmas Tree:  The following appeared in November 2017, too late for the November 2017 FTB. 
http://www.thevanguard.ca/community/None/barringtons-2017-lobster-pot-christmas-tree-to-be-lit-up-for-the-season-on-nov-23-164069/ 
 

Barrington's 2017 lobster pot Christmas tree to be lit up for the season on Nov. 23:  The Municipality 
of Barrington’s lobster pot Christmas tree will be lit for the season on Nov. 23, providing a sight of beauty, a sense of 
pride and a symbol of remembrance and respect for the rich lobster fishing culture and heritage of the area. 
Over the years, the lobster pot Christmas tree, which stands stately on the North East Point waterfront on Cape Sable 
Island, has evolved. 
“It changes every year,” says Suzy Atwood tourism and community development coordinator for the Municipality.  
“The design has gone from a square tree to one that is more circular like a Christmas tree.  It’s always a learning 
curve every year.” 
Just over 200 recycled lobster traps are used to construct the tree.  “These are traps that have been sitting on the 
bottom of the ocean, caught their fare share of lobster and lasted their life cycle,” says Atwood.  The tree is completely 
filled in the middle with traps to provide stability for municipal employees while they are building and decorating it. 
The lighting of the Lobster Trap Christmas Tree will take place at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 23 and will be followed by 
fireworks. 
 
 

  

 

Wanting to make the tree even more a part of the community, in 2014 Atwood put out the call for people to place 
memorial or commemorative lobster pot buoys on the tree.  It didn’t take 
long for people to respond.  At last count last year, Atwood says there 
were more than 100 memorial and commemorative lobster pot buoys on 
the tree.  “I lost count,” she says.  “Every time I went to the tree, someone 
had added another one.” 
Not all the buoys are in memory of fishermen, says Atwood.  “Some 
represent boats on the water today that are out there fishing but a good 
number are in memory of fishermen who have passed on or have been 
lost at sea.” 
When it comes to decorating the tree, Atwood says great care is taken to 
ensure the special buoys are placed just so. 
“We have requests from people who don’t live here but have a buoy on 
the tree so we try to put those on the side of the tree facing the Nova 
Scotia webcam so they can read them,” she says. 
https://www.novascotiawebcams.com/en/webcams/cape-sable-island/  
Others are placed on the lower tiers of the tree and prominent places 
around the top.  Throughout the season, it’s not uncommon to see families and friends visiting the lobster pot 
Christmas tree and taking photos.  Atwood says from speaking with some family members who have memorial buoys 
on the tree, they have told her they find “a sense of peace when they come to the tree and sense of community as 
well.  They really appreciate the tree for what it has become to represent.” 
The municipality is adding also its decorative nod to the lobster fishing industry this holiday season with a display of 
Canada 150 buoys painted by local residents around the duck pond fence in front of the Barrington Municipal Library. 
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The Canada 150 buoys will also be part of an art show in February 2018, where the 10 lobster sculptures 
commissioned by the municipality will be unveiled. The sculptures are all in the hands of the artists, says Atwood. “Its 
exciting to see the progress, to see them come alive.” 
The fiberglass lobster sculptures, which are also a Canada 150 project, will be placed at various locations throughout 
the municipality. 
Kathy Johnson.  Nov. 22, 2017. BARRINGTON, N.S. 
 
 
Another sign of Christmas, which you won’t see today because now they are carried in containers, 
is the arrival of Mandarin Oranges from Japan.  The scene is in Vancouver during the “thirties”. 

 

 
That completes this edition of “From the Bridge”.  Being the November issue it is time to wish you all a Very Happy 
Christmas.  Yes, it is only November but the radio is playing Christmas music non-stop and, of course, the shops have 
lots of deals for us. 
 

The November 2015 edition ended with the poem “Christmas at Sea” by Robert Louis Stevenson. 
 

Here it is again but set to music: Alan Doyle recites Robert Louis Stevenson's poem "Christmas at Sea" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYj6Zcwz-W4 

 

For those who do not know him, Alan Thomas Doyle CM is a Canadian musician and actor, best known as the lead 
singer of Canadian folk rock band Great Big Sea.  In May of this year he was awarded the “Order of Canada”. 

 
Winter has hit some parts of the country hard already and the threat of the 
flu is here again.  Did you miss the opportunity to get a flu shot?  Don’t 
worry!  You could always do it the way the Irish apparently do.  Take a look!  
It might work. 
 
The next issue will be in February 2019.  If you want anything included 
please send it to me by February 17th.  You can reach me at: - 

509 – 15111 Russell Avenue, White Rock, B.C. V4B 2P4 
or by email at whitknit@telus.net 

 
Best wishes, David Whitaker FNI 

 
This and earlier editions of the FTB 

can be found at http://www.mastermariners.ca/from-the-bridge/  


